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Library Curriculum

Senior Research

Presentations for the Senior Capstone began March 9, 2017.

Seniors all completed their papers on time

Topics Include:
- Facial Micro-Expressions Deceit Detection
- Monopolies national, administrative, and other
- Outsider Art and Religion
- Felines in society - history
- *Kabbalistic Manuscripts and textual theories*
- Vaccination in developing countries
- Child Marriage health / culture / religious / education
- *Egyptian mathematics*
- Memes throughout history
- Foster Care adoption of drug exposed children
- Mass Incarceration [new Jim Crow]
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Special Events this Spring

Foreign Language Chair Reception
The Sims Chair of Foreign Language was dedicated to Madame Moira Smith. The Library hosted the reception.

Article

Grandparents Day
The Library hosted the brunch and photos with grandparents.

Professional Development

Hannah Byrd Little was selected to attend the School Library Journal Leadership Summit October 6-8, 2017. This is a limited, invitation-only event for school library leaders. The 13th annual SLJ Leadership Summit: Confronting Our Literacy Crisis will bring together a dynamic group of school librarians, education leaders, and tech innovators, as well as authors, publishers, and vendor stakeholders to discuss how to take on a greater leadership role in overcoming the current literacy crisis—from teaching about and defending quality information over Fake News to fostering digital literacy and learning in these ever changing technological times. [there is no charge for those selected to attend]